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Sustainability =
Documentation of accurate 
implementation (90%) of an 

evidence-based practice across 
desired context (e.g., district, 

classroom, school-wide, nonclassroom) 
over time with local resources.

Challenges to Accurate and 
Durable SWPBIS

1. Training Capacity

2. Coaching Capacity

3. Evaluation Capacity

4. Coordination Capacity
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14. Sufficient External Coaching Support

15. Plan for Training a Replacement

13. Have Financial Resources for Tier 1

12. Inform Families Three Times a Year

6. ULT Assesses Implementation Annually

7. ULT Reviews Outcome Data

8. ULT Uses Outcome Data

9. Expectations Taught Three Times a Year

10. Written Procedures for Student…

5. ULT is Well Organized

2. Faculty and Staff Perceive SWPBIS as…

4. Tier 1 Program Coordinated by Skilled…

11. Written Procedures Followed by…

1. SWPBIS Serves Critical Need

3. Administrator Actively Supports Tier 1

PBIS-NH Sustainability Survey Spring 2010 
Tier 1 Individual Items PBIS-NH SUSTAINABILITY SURVEY 2010

Figure 6: Proportion of Responses on the Overall Item Collapsed Across 
Levels of Agreement by Instructional Level and Tier
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Lesson 1: Sustainability Requires On-
going Administrative Leadership

Building Administration

District Administration

Indicators of Building Administrator 
Active Support of PBIS

Muscott (2011)
1. Regularly attends and participates in SWPBIS 

leadership team meetings.

2. Organizes school schedule to allow for leadership 
team to meet regularly.

3. Makes time at faculty and/or other school meetings 
to share data, discuss implementation, and refine 
program.

4. Participates in school-wide teaching rollouts.

5. Organizes school resources for SWPBIS including 
SWIS, acknowledgements and other materials, as 
needed.

Indicators of Building Administrator 
Active Support of PBIS

Muscott (2011)
6. Supports professional development activities for 

coach, teams, and faculty.

7. Supports on-going assessment of whether Universal 
Tier 1 of SWPBIS is being implemented as designed.

8. Supports the use of school-level student outcome data 
for problem solving and decision making.

9. Makes PBIS visible by regularly communicating with 
and engaging families and central office in the 
program.

10. Makes PBIS visible by regularly communicating with 
and engaging students in the program.

Lesson 2: Sustainability Requires an 
Effective Universal Leadership Team

Effective PBIS-NH Team 
Group Norms

 Roles and responsibilities defined

 Meeting ground rules are 
established

 Agendas are prepared

 Decision-making is formalized

 A strategic problem solving 
approach is used

 Action plans with tasks, timelines 
and accountability are developed

 Data is used for decision-making

 Conflicts are resolved 
constructively and  professionally

Lesson 3: Sustainability Requires Addressing 
Conundrums for Staff Engagement

"Winning is about having 
the whole team on the same 
page“

Bill Walton
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“In theory there is 
no difference 

between theory and 
practice; 

in practice, there is.”

Yogi Berra

Which can be embraced by faculty, 
administration, students, families, and 
community members
 initially with Words
which develop into Actions or 

Behaviors
and then become Habits through 

Practice
 to ultimately form Climate or Culture

Supporting systemic change in a school 
community is a long-term journey that 

begins with dreams and ideas

School Culture Challenges 
(Cultural Conundrums)

Differing perspectives among staff can create 
school culture challenges

Differences in viewpoint can become barriers 
to system-building if not “put on the table” and 
worked through

Left unattended, differences can lead to 
frustration, can undermine system-building 
efforts and can split a school staff

These challenges require strategic and systems 
thinking to address

How you address them is important in 

One Common System or Many 
Approaches to Behavioral Support?

We know that implementing a system-wide
approach helps build effective schools. 

We also know that systematic approaches 
require teachers to change some of the routines 
and practices they currently use,  causing some 
to question if this means a loss of individuality 
or control;
 Some teachers believe that classroom systems should 

be determined by each individual teacher, while.

 Others believe that developing common systems and 
routines will ultimately benefit more children and 

Consistent = 
Identical or Effective?

We know that effective programs are 
predictable and consistent.

We understand that some see consistency as 
using identical strategies for everyone, while 
others understand the need for a consistent 
approach with flexible strategies. 

We believe in a consistent approach where 
the goal is to find effective strategies to 
change behavior.

The Carrot vs. the Stick!

We know that punishment is only effective 
when coupled with positive approaches

We understand that some people see 
punishment as the answer to all problem 
behavior (more punishment/bigger hammer), 
while others understand that punishment in 
the absence of a caring, positive climate 
invariably alienates many students

We believe that positive relationships with 
students increases the likelihood that 
punishments, when used, will be effective
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Climate & Culture
Safe Schools

Positive Behavior Support
Dropout Prevention

Bully Prevention

Vermont DOE
Response to Intervention

Positive Behavior Support
Roots of Success

No Child Left Behind

Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act

Lesson 4: Sustainability Requires 
Aligning and Braiding Initiatives How Full is Your Plate?

We know that programs can only 
address a few priorities or at a time
We understand that some programs 

pile on many initiatives, while others 
limit priorities
We believe PBIS implementation 

requires programs to be thoughtful 
in prioritizing or aligning efforts

Alignment with District Mission

The Grand Haven Area Public Schools are committed 
to the expectation that all students will learn. It is our 
obligation to provide each student in our community 
a positive environment for learning so they will 
experience success and realize their fullest potential. 
This school district accepts the responsibility to work 
in partnership with the community to provide an 
excellent education that will prepare all learners for 
the challenges of a changing global society.

22

Vermont Principals 
Association

November 2009

Braiding Means

Consider the core features of an initiative, what 
other current initiatives share these features and 
may be combined to

 Share resources

 Share activities (e.g., Professional Development)

 Share information (e.g., data collection) 
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Worksheet for Braiding District Initiatives:
Braiding Around Positive Behavior Support

Teaching Expected Playground Behavior  
at Amherst Street Elementary School

Main Street Academix: 
Safe Measures Program 

(www.msanh.com) 

Woodsville HS Bullying and 
Harassment Prevention

Lesson 5: Sustainability Requires 
Expanding Core Expectations

Consider addressing academics
Achievement

Striving

Productivity

Consider addressing health 

Consider cultural uniqueness

Bais Hachinuch           
Ari Program 

"התגבר כארי" Hisgaber K'ari 

Responsibility

Respect 

Reaching Higher
 From Shulchan Aruch (basic code of Torah law)

One should strengthen himself like a lion in the 
service of his Creator each morning
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Lesson 6: Sustainability Requires a 
Thematic Approach

Messages that stick

Aligned with culture

Addressing school identity

Encouraging school spirit

Building Culture: The 
Stickiness Factor

Messages that are “sticky” or 
memorable are more likely to be 
successful

A message can be so sticky that it 
can create change and spur 
someone to action

The Tipping Point, Malcolm Gladwell (2002)

Amherst Street 
Elementary School 
BARRY Culture

Antrim Elementary School 
Eagle Soars

35

Introducing	the	Program	to	Students	
and	Families	at	Marlborough
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Marlborough Dukes’ Code of 
Honor

Honor

Respect

Responsibility

Safety

Lesson 7: Sustainability Requires Systematic 
Teaching and Routine Acknowledgement 

Teaching plans are necessary but insufficient

Address 2-3 week cycles of teaching and 
acknowledgement

Develop planning document for staff 
implementation

Go beyond locations to address routines and 
even certain behaviors of concern

Consider group recognition and celebrations

Instructional Plan for 
Teaching Behavior

1. Introduce the expectations and behavior

2. Explain why it is important.

3. Demonstrate (or have students) 3-4 examples of 
the behavior.

4. Demonstrate one low key non-example that is a 
close confuser or common error pattern.

5. Have students practice

6. Provide corrective feedback and 
acknowledgements

7. Summarize and remind to practice in context.

Somersworth HS
Be Ready Be on Time: Attendance Rollout

 Name: Be in Class and Be on Time
 School-wide Expectation:  Be Responsible
 Location:  Classroom   
 Behavior Expectations:  Be There, Be Ready 

(bring pencils, books, appropriate materials)
 Definition: By the time the bell stops ringing your entire 

body must be across the threshold

Positive Contact and Recognition --
or Not?

We know that high rates of positive contacts
and recognition of students for expected 
behavior helps create a positive climate and 
increases the likelihood that students will 
behave as expected….But
 We know that some adults do not see value in 

recognizing students for behaviors they should 
already know, while

 Other adults believe that recognition is a 
fundamental human need at any age and that it 
encourages positive behavior in many children 
(and in adults, too)

Positively Recognize 
Expected Behavior

•Provide specific, verbal acknowledgement 
using words from the teaching matrix

•Provide acknowledgement at a 4:1 ratio or 
better of positive to corrective contacts 

•Provide acknowledgement as quickly after 
the expected behavior as possible

•Focus positive attention on problem 
routines

•Acknowledge at many students as possible
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Recognition Systems
Muscott & Mann (2006)

Step 1: Specific verbal praise paired with 
visible acknowledgement at high rates (4:1)
Step 2: Specific verbal praise paired with 

visible acknowledgement given 
intermittently.
Step 3: On-going random verbal praise 

connected to broad expectations and 
designed to enhance climate and
Step 4: Highly visible periodic “attention 

grabbing: celebrations of success

Antrim Elementary School Eagle 
Soars Recognition 

Lesson 8: Sustainability Requires 
Focus on Classroom

Historically rollouts address non-classroom 
locations or specific issues like getting to 
class on time, etc.

 Strategic decisions have been based on 
politics, buy-in and not rocking the boat 
rather than data regarding where most 
behavior problems occur

Classroom must be given high priority

 Focus on classroom routines and responses 
to minor staff handled behavior

Classroom Expectations 
Aligned to Schoolwide 

1. Follow adult directions (Respect)

2. Raise your hand to get help (Respect)

3. Have materials ready (Responsible)

4. Complete your work (Responsible)

5. Use kind words with others (Respect)

6. Give your best effort (Learner)

Lesson 9: Sustainability Requires 
Student and Family Engagement
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Effects of Student 
Leadership Teams

In 2008, Clemson University 
found that, Student Leadership 
teams helped contribute to the 
sustainability of adult 
leadership efforts.

Student Leadership Teams
PBIS-NH & Main Street Academix 

Student Leadership Teams
Main Street Academix & NHCEBIS

We empower diverse groups of students to form 
their own leadership teams & to serve as 
partners with their Universal Teams.

 Small groups of student leaders take turns 
attending Universal Team meetings.

 Students collect their own data on school climate 
and respect, set their own improvement goals, 
and develop action projects.

Safe Measures™: A Student-Led, 
Collaborative Action Research Process

(1) Initial design meeting with principal and PBIS 
universal leadership team 

(2) Orientation for students and mentors, 

(3) Collection of school climate data based on 
action research, 

(4) Student and faculty data analysis and action 
planning workshop, 

(5) On-going implementation of projects, and 

(6) Student leader presentations to teachers, peers, 
superintendent, and school board

PBIS-NH and Somersworth HS
S-Cubed: Somersworth Social Skills

Peers as Social Coaches

Parents as Partners?

We know that parental involvement is a 
fundamental pillar of effective programs

We understand that some see parents as 
the problem while others see them as 
part of the solution

We believe that parents are important 
partners and we encourage programs to 
actively engage all types of parents in 
decision-making 
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The Beak Speaks at Hillside 
Middle School

Every six weeks, PTO members at Hillside 
Middle School edits and prints the Beak Speaks 
parent newsletter and home volunteers take care 
of folding, stapling, addressing, and distributing.

During the first year, articles informed parents 
about the adoption of SWPBS and an 
explanation of what it would mean to students.  

Additional articles clarified the dress code, the 
tardiness policy, data, details of the Hillside 
High-Five acknowledgement program, and data 
summaries.          
www nhcebis seresc net/pbis nh

Dublin 
Consolidated ES

Teaching the 
ABC 

Expectations

Lesson 10: Sustainability Requires 
Focus on Data-based Decision Making

Consider data for multiple areas
 Student outcomes

 Fidelity of implementation

 Staff, student, family satisfaction

Consider multiple audiences and formats
 Staff, administration, families, students, 

community

 Stories, quotes, graphs, 1-pagers, etc.

Voice from the Field
“I was very skeptical about this program at 
first.  I thought, here we go again – another 
initiative.  But I can honestly say that 
teaching is much easier with PBIS in place 
– I am now sold on this approach.”

Barbara Condon, Elementary School Teacher, 

Merrimack School District

“With PBIS, as the students move through the 
grade levels they find that the rules are the 
same, the cues are the same and the 
consequences are the same.  By the time they 
reach grade four, students are able to self-
monitor their behaviors and work out many of 
the conflicts that previously required so much 
teacher time.” Kathleen Custer

Principal, James Mastricola Elementary School
Merrimack

Sandown North Elementary School (K-3)
Enrollment = 306 in 2008-09 
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Franklin High School’s Results: 
A 56% Reduction in ODRs

NUMBER OF OFFICE REFERRALS BY 
GRADE AT FRANKLIN HIGH
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Reducing Aggression on the Playground 
Thorntons Ferry Elementary School

8/01/04 – 5/10/058/01/03 – 5/10/04

Physical Contact 11 per 100 reduced to 6 (46%)
Defiance/Disrespect/Noncompliance 18 per 100 

reduced to 5 (73%) 

S. Meadow Middle School School Wide Information System --  Data
September 1, 2003 through December 30, 2003
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Addressing Tardies
2 Feet through the Door at ConVal HS

SCHOOL-WIDE EXPECTATIONS

Respect, Responsibility, and Integrity

Skill: Being on Time to Class
By the time the bell stops ringing, your 
entire body must be across the threshold  of 
the classroom door.

A	Tale	of	Tardiness	at	ConVal	High	School	
1,200	Students

2005‐06	
7,982

Averaged	nearly	
800	per	
month

Averaged	
approx.	44	
per	day

2006‐07	
253

Averaged	
about	25	per	

month
Averaged	

about	1.5	per	
day

2008‐09	
127

Averaged	about	
25	per	month
Averaged	less	
than	1	per	day

PBIS-NH Cost Benefit Analysis

Office Discipline Referral
Admin. (15 mins), Student (45 mins), Staff (10 

mins)

In School Suspension
Admin. (45 mins), Student (6 hours), Staff (15 

mins)

Out of School Suspension
Admin. (45 mins), Student (6 hours), Staff (15 

mins)
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Hours of Time Regained for Learning, Teaching, and Leadership Based 
on Reductions in Office Discipline Referrals and Suspensions for 

Two PBIS-NH High Schools  
2003-04 vs. 2004-05

Type of 
Consequence

Students 
for 

Learning

Teachers 
for 

Teaching
Administrators 
for Leadership

Total 
Hours 
Gained

Average 
Per School

Office 
Discipline 
Referral 2,128 709 709 3,546 1,773

In School 
Suspensions 174 7 22 203 102

Out of School 
Suspension 942 39 118 1,099 550

Totals 3,244 755 849 4,848 2,425

Team Initiated Problem Solving Model 
Newton, et al (2010)

1. Define core outcomes

2. Identify measures used to 
monitor the core outcomes

3. Establish and apply standards 
for the identified measures

4. Collect and use data 
throughout 

Team Initiated Problem Solving Model 
Newton, et al (2010)

Collect and Use Data (Throughout)

1. Review Current Status and Identify 
Problems (Primary to Precise)

2. Develop and Refine Hypotheses

3. Discuss and Select Solutions

4. Develop and Implement Action Plan

5. Evaluate and Revise Action Plan


